Education is Barrier-Free

LINGUAS

Train the Trainer Concept
The Austrian school system is famous all over the world and has a lot in common
with the Swiss and German school system and especially also with the system of
the International Schools.
The teachers all have university diplomas (Mag. or PhD) and very experienced
teachers get the title Prof. (Professor). They are employed by the Austrian Federal
Ministery of Education and are entitled to teach according to the Austrian curricula
of High School and Higher Technical School and university .
Austrian High School diploma gives access to universities all over the world as apart
from all other subjects English is taught and examined up to the levels C1 and C2
and other foreign languages like French, Spanish, Italian, Russian are included in
the curricula. The main language is German (native tongue, C2).
The Train the Trainer Concept used by LINGUAS is able to bring Austrian/
international education to foreign countries wherever in the world. Austrian teaching
experts instruct the teachers in foreign countries about Austrian curricula
(schedules), teaching methods and examination levels and requirements. There is a
quality guarantee by the cooperation with the Ministery of Education. The project is
called Education is Barrier-Free, belongs to LINGUAS and is supported by the
Austrian Chamber of Commerce who are interested in the exportation of Austrian
education all over the world. The Austrian Chamber of Commerce has bases in
countries all over the world which are in direct contact with the Austrian embassies
and the Foreign Ministery who also support their projects.
The Train the trainer Concept works for languages, humanities, and other subjects
like economy, tourism, soft skills, intercultural business coaching etc.
The basic idea is to send teaching experts to schools, companies, institutions etc. to
train the teachers there in entities of 1 to 2 weeks (up to 4 times a year) to be able
to teach the methods, levels, curricula (schedules) of Austria. In languages for up to
4 classes/ groups of 15 students 1 Austrian teacher is needed.
In companies the training could also be different: A single Austrian teacher could
give direct courses too.
There could be schools participating in Austrian High School Diploma (Matura) or
just in courses about languages, economy, tourism with Austrian diplomas (also
university diplomas up to B.A., M.A.)
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